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The Game Master is a handheld game console manufactured by Hartung, and designed to
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Combining heat and hot water in one system, System delivers unparalleled energy efficiency. It
outperforms all boilers in its class by maximizing heating, hot water, and overall system
efficiency. In addition to great savings, System provides virtually unlimited hot water and
legendary whisper-quiet operation. This technological advancement leapfrogs the competition,
as the Energy Manager maximizes home heating efficiency, cuts fuel bills, and integrates
seamlessly with our low mass boiler. The Energy Manager controls the entire process by
heating quickly, finding surplus energy in the system, and redirecting excess heat into your
home or hot water storage tank, resulting in no wasted energy. The Energy Kinetics boiler
design combines heat and hot water into one unit. This allows heat remaining in the boiler to be
transferred to the tank. This vastly outperforms indirect tanks and tankless coil boilers â€” and
there are no studs to break or gaskets to leak. The engineers at Energy Kinetics have
deconstructed every component of the conventional cast iron boiler. During this process, they
developed a superior design and utilized high-quality materials to create a much higher
efficiency unit that produces more hot water for longer periods of time. When compared with
wall-hung units and other combi boilers, System is not only much more robust, but it also has a
longer life expectancy. This longer life expectancy is due to the elimination of fouling from tiny
flue and water passes common in combi boilers. With dozens of improvements over traditional
boilers, it is easy to see why it outlasts and outperforms the competition. These improvements
include, but are not limited to, the following:. Virtually Silent. At 62 decibels, other boilers make
it hard to hear a a television in the next room. System is virtually silent at 47 decibels â€” the
sound of a private conversation. To understand how significant this decibel difference is, it is
essential to know that a boiler that is just 1 decibel higher is 30 percent louder. There is also no
corrosive condensate that limits the life of many condensing boilers. AFUE does not accurately
rate heat and hot water systems and misses significant areas of energy loss. There are
tremendous opportunities to increase efficiency over AFUE estimates alone. Learn more about
AFUE. Energy Kinetics provides the best pressure vessel in the industry along with a lifetime
limited warranty and a year labor allowance for residential pressure vessels. The System
Frontier runs on natural gas, oil heat, or propane, and can easily be converted between fuels.
For these types of homes, System is ideal and available in two sizes. If you have limited space,
you should consider the stackable EK1 Frontier, as it is designed specifically for tight areas and
has a high performance, 40 gallon tank for nearly endless hot water. These boilers vent with a
high grade polypropylene plastic and have attractive venting options. They can also use an
existing chimney as a chase and vent with a flexible polypropylene liner for a much more cost
effective solution. Try our Smart Boiler Selector to help find out which model is right for you.
Learn more about the System Frontier boilers and make an educated decision about your heat
and hot water. Product Selector Find Dealer Toggle navigation. Unparalleled Performance and
Savings. Energy Manager Warranty The Energy Manager carries a 5-year warranty and a lifetime
protection plan â€” with no registration required. Refer to the specific warranty for details. The
Water Flow Delivering more hot water using less energy. The System Exceptional boilers by
design. These improvements include, but are not limited to, the following: The energy converter
is a proven 30 year spiral design for the highest efficiency. There are no sections or pins to foul,
clean, or leak. High Performance ceramic chamber provides near perfect combustion for clean
burning operation. Hefty 2 inch thick insulation wrap for high efficiency and quiet operation.
Swing down door for easy access. Advanced plate heat exchanger. Air elimination for quiet
operation. High efficiency ECM circulator. Hard water? Add a scale stopper for reliable

operation up to 25 grains of hardness without cleaning! How does System Frontier compare?
Best Warranty In the Industry Value and Longevity Energy Kinetics provides the best pressure
vessel in the industry along with a lifetime limited warranty and a year labor allowance for
residential pressure vessels. Which One Is Right for You? Commercial Model EK3. Designed to
Fit All Spaces Residential Models The System Frontier runs on natural gas, oil heat, or propane,
and can easily be converted between fuels. Start saving today! Get Started. Enter Keywords Go.
It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Visit
HeatingHelp. Click here to Find a Contractor in your area. Here are the website rules, as well as
some tips for using this forum. Need to contact us? Buderus versus System BoilerNewbie
Member Posts: 7. April in Oil Heating. I am a homeowner in need of a new oil burning boiler.
Trying to decide between the Buderus and the Energy Kinetics System Fairly large home 5,sq
feet. We use oil, not gas, for heating. What would you recommend? I am concerned about the
maintenance of the Buderus. I've heard that if you don't get an installer or serviced who knows
how to take care of the Buderus, it could become problematic. April I'm a fairly new home owner
in need of a new boiler oil burning. Would use a Superstor indirect heating tank with it. Any pros
or cons to either boiler? I'm not knowledgable enough to care about the different mechanics; I
just want the most reliable functioning boiler, and easiest to maintain. I have heard that if you
get a Buderus, you have to be careful with who installs and maintains it, because if someone is
not familiar with the system, problems could result. Any advice would be appreciated! GW
Member Posts: 3, Yes it's like Ford vs Chevy for many heating guys Your last statement is true
for any appliance. I never became a EK believer, if something breaks down the road you need
EK parts. Buderus oil boilers use common easily accessible parts. If you get the Buderus
control, not a lot of heating contractors know what to do with it. I've always been surprised how
few fully understand it. Paul Pollets Member Posts: 3, You have to be careful no matter who
installs the boiler. Caveat Emptor Thank you. Confirms what I've heard. Robert O'Brien Member
Posts: 3, Both very reliable and efficient. System is quieter and somewhat more efficient. Can't
go wrong either way assuming correct sizing and installation. To learn more about this
professional, click here to visit their ad in Find A Contractor. You should not use an indirect
with the System You lose the ability to purge from the boiler on DHW. The thermal purge is what
separates the EK. And what Paul said Repeating what's been said already, both are great boilers
provided they are installed well. Both reasonably quiet and efficient. That said, I'll say a piece as
far as servicing the two. I have about the same amount of accounts with EK's as Buderus. I have
more calls on average with the EK's but some that I have go back all the way to the beginning.
The EK has specific parts as GW said, so don't just chose anyone to service as they may not
have the parts readily available. The Buderus has more readily available parts and is easier to
clean with less damageable parts internally. Cast iron triple pass is my go-to. Basically can't go
wrong with either but find an installer who specializes in installation and service of whichever
you choose. THIS is the most important factor to consider when choosing here. I didn't
comment on the indirect as the installer for either will point you in the right direction. It would
be a different direction for both. Thank you so much. Roger Member Posts: Good to see such
positive discourse on two world class boilers! I know our boilers Energy Kinetics are 30 year
boilers and we do use nearly all industry standard parts. To get better efficiency, we need better
operation of the whole system, so every boiler includes our Energy Manager control, which
carries a lifetime protection plan. In a pinch, a few wires can be moved and the system can run
safely without the control, too. Every boiler should have a quarterback like the Energy Manager!
Using a plate heat exchanger for hot water on a zone and with a scale stopper if really hard
water pays big energy savings dividends. The energy used to heat the boiler up is captured at
the end of the call so energy is not left wasted in the boiler. You can use an indirect tank as an
option, and efficiency will still be better than conventional boilers, although it will not be quite
as good as with the plate heat exchanger. We are of course Made in USA with specially
formulated steel from local mills. If you'd like to talk directly with our territory manager in your
area, please message me, or call our offices at Thank you, and happy heating! Roger President,
Energy Kinetics, Inc. Way to be, Roger. Very nice - thank you! We got EK last summer. I've been
listening hard but I've yet to hear it run. Saving fuel and we're cozy so it must be running. I just
can't hear it. Quite pleased. Thank you, Dan - so pleased to help provide the warmth and
comfort in your home! Installed many many EK's.. Both are excellent, but sometime's customer
service saves the day Works good , easy for cleaning ,but it is noisy somewhat noiser that my
system that was replaced. We live right above the basement where the boiler is so we get the
noise through the floor. I added some Roxul insulation in between the joists and had carpet and
padding installed in the living area which has helped. So just be aware of the noise. I have had a
sales person that installs the system come here to get a idea what they are like and appears to
be a good system too. The people on this forum are very knowledgeable about the tech aspects

of these systems and the people are an excellent source of information and help. Good luck.
Roger, thank you. I sent you a message through this board. I don't agree that the Buderus is
easier to clean. With the new Frontier line of the Ek's, the whole front drops down and you just
brush it out. I can get to all the heating surfaces with the brush. With the Buderus, since the
passages are curved slightly up and down, and have cross over passages, you can not get to all
the surfaces easily. I like and use both boilers equally well, and a lot of the time, it has to do
with the physical location it will go in. The Buderus needs a longer space to put it in, where the
Ek can be put in a closet. The Ek was always the most quiet boiler out there, and for the most
part still is, but if you take a Buderus boiler with the direct vent Riello on it, then you have a
good contender. Also, just as an fyi, the Ek comes mostly plumbed, which saves on the labor
cost. I know the Arielle is the burner, but what do you mean by "direct vent"? BornForDying
Member Posts: A lot of guys in my area don't like the EK. Let me be clear; it's not because there
is anything wrong with the boiler itself. It's a bit different than the pin type, or triple pass, and
some knuckleheads out there think anything different is junk. We have a lot of buderus boilers
in my area. I love working on them, even more so when there's a riello burner attached to it.
That being said, we have a handful of EKs and we've never had a problem with those aside from
regular maintenance. Either boiler is a great choice, the decision may come down to your
preferred installer. Direct vent means it vents out the sidewall. The exhaust is pressurized by
the burner, and pushed out, as opposed to a regular burner that uses chimney height to make a
draft to help pull the exhaust out. I install and service both and the EK is a great boiler, efficient
in design and with the flat plate heat exchanger for DHW. For me, at the end of the day it's still a
steel boiler. Your service company must be knowledgeable with the EK manager. With its
thermostream design, you can't shock the CI. The EK will fit in a closet. The Buderus can be
stacked on top of a Buderus horizontal indirect water heater. IMO you really can't go wrong with
either one, but with either one, you can't just go oil price shopping when getting a service
agreement, the company MUST be familiar with the EK manager or the Buderus May Just a
follow-up question on using Indirect water heater with EK1. Roger mentioned that indirect water
heater can be used. We have a fairly new Amtrol water heater which we are hoping to reuse with
the new EK1 installation oil burner. How much less efficient would the system be with such
installation vs Integrated system? You can definitely use your existing indirect WH. The draw
backs are, you won't have DHW priority unless you wire in an external relay, which isn't a big
deal. Also, the Heat Manager holds the zone valves closed until the boiler reaches I believe
degrees so you might lose some recovery time. Third, the Heat Manager senses return water
temperature, so if the indirect is returning high temp water, it will cycle the burner off, again,
slowing down the recovery. What I would do is pipe and wire the indirect as though it was the
EK tank, utilizing the flat plate heat exchanger. Just don't use the internal heat exchanger in the
Amtrol. Go to the System book and plumb it in the way they show it and you should be good to
go. Or, call them about it. They have already figured all the details out. Thank you for the
additional questions and comments on using System with an indirect tank. We recommend
piping the indirect tank as a zone, using a zone valve or zone circulator, so it should be very
straightforward and not require additional parts. You can turn on option switch 10 on the
Energy Manager for up to 25 minutes of hot water priority. No additional relay is required.
Because System is low mass and only takes about 2 minutes to reach full output temperature,
more heat goes into the hot water tank than heating the boiler itself. More energy is required to
heat higher mass systems, so System catches up and passes those systems for faster
recovery. Purging heat into indirect tanks with coils is less effective because the boiler can only
recover heat down to the tank temperature around the coil and the boiler finishes hotter. The
plate heat exchanger heats the tank from the top down and purges the heat remaining in the
boiler to heat the final reservoir of makeup water at the bottom of the storage tank. This cools
the boiler off more and uses more of the heat that was put into the boiler during the hot water
cycle. Thermal purge to heating zones is still very effective, and even with an indirect tank, the
efficiency exceeds high mass boilers which finish at F to F every time the hot water tank needs
to be heated which happens several times a day in an active home. I love it when the owner of a
company answers a customer's question. It's classy. Right back at you, Dan! I would
recommend the EK flat plate setup. It's a system and that's where it shines, as a system. The
incremental cost isn't that much when compared to the potential savings. That's how we went.
I'm delighted. Thank you Roger and everyone for answering my question. Decided to go with
the full integrated system per the recommendation above. You're very welcome, Chaean - I trust
you'll be delighted like Dan! June I also have an existing indirect tank Mega-Stor. What is wrong
with the idea of piping the existing indirect as though it was the EK tank, using the flat plate
heat exchanger instead of the Mega-Stor's internal coil? It would help if I understood more
about how EK's DHW tank works, but I can't find the manuals and documentation available for

download. Is it more like an aqua booster setup where the heat exchanger is outside the DHW
tank e. Other manufactures make this information available on their web sites Although my post
from May 4 reviews the difference between an indirect tank with coil and the plate heat
exchanger and high performance hot water tank, I did not go into detail on the System tank
design. This is very different than a tankless coil design. The tank heats from the top down
using an external plate heat exchanger and a special dip tube that prevents the tank from
"tumbling" or stirring the water. Nearly the full heating capacity of the boiler can go toward
making hot water. Cold or make-up water is drawn off the bottom of the tank and then heated
water is pumped into the top of the tank response is very fast because this is where the fixtures
draw hot water from. The design of the dip tube and the shape of the top of the tank need to
align to get the best performance; we don't test or publish the various designs of dip tubes that
suit various tanks although our standard dip tube may work if the tank has appropriate
trappings. The location of the tank thermostat also plays a role in effectively purging the boiler's
remaining heat at the end of the thermostat call. I'd have to refamiliarize myself with the
tappings on the Megastore to give you more direction - your installer can call our tech support
hotline at to review with our tech team if you would like to explore further this combination
further. Saturday service. And from the owner! Thanks, Roger. You're welcome - just checking
in! Thanks, Roger! You're welcome,too, Erin! Thanks for the response! I started another thread
on the DHW board asking about this, but it looks like the action is here! I've heard several times
that this setup can purge more or even all of the heat from the boiler compared to an indirect.
How is this possible if the boiler temperature has dropped below the temperature of the DHW
tank could still be around F which is quite a bit higher than room temperature? In either case I'm
imagining that heat transfer will stop once both temperatures are equal. Am I missing
something special about the flat plate heat exchanger? I understand that the rate of heat
transfer is faster than an indirect coil, but if that is the only difference, the indirect will
eventually get the same amount of purged heat it will just take longer. Sign In or Register to
comment. Welcome It looks like you're new here. Sign In Register. Categories Only by
evaluating all our precious natural and human resources can we hope to build a sustainable
future. As new techniques reveal more about the phylogenetic relationships between taxa, the
tree changes shape almost every day. Taxonomy today is more exciting than ever before, but
this constant change creates a need for stability and insight into the relationships between the
classifications themselves. The Taxonomicon is trying to satisfy this need for insight and enters
into a journey on a vast ocean, called taxonomy. Information from each original and authorative
source remains intact and so provides a historical account. Systema Naturae is the most recent
compilation of all these sources. This approach enables accurate accounts that may serve as a
starting point for biodiversity research. Links to the literature and the internet lead you to more
in-depth information. The Taxonomicon combines four major components:. The index of life
attempts to enumerate the names of the world's past and present biota. The list is completed
with nomenclatural issues, like authorship, synonyms, homonyms incl. The Taxonomicon also
allows accurate synonymy at the circumscription level, by combining the scientific name of the
taxon with the source in which it appeared. The tree of life shows multiple alternative and
historical classifications. You can easily switch between them with just a single click of the
mouse. Systema Naturae will serve as the most recent and most comprehensive scheme that
"rules" them all. Separate classifications based on taxa and clades respectively offer you even
more views of the tree of life. Synonyms and alternative entries can easily be included in or
excluded from the tree. Each entry within a classification shows the total number of subtaxa
and the completeness thereof relative to the source to eventually answer the question: "How
many species are there? The web of life shows the many types of interrelationships between
species and allows more complex constructions such as " Species A is an endoparasite in the
gut of a male adult of species B , causing disease X ", with focus on both species, crossing
kingdom boundaries time after time. The facts of life provide information on the taxa
themselves. This information consists mainly of structured metadata, i. Currently The
Taxonomicon focuses on geographic distribution, habitat, and geologic distribution, but it
allows for a much wider array of properties of different types, e. Context properties provide
additional details to allow constructions such as "The estimated population size of
chimpanzees in Gabon in was 64,". Every piece of information within The Taxonomicon gets a
precise reference for easy verification. The quality indicator tells you if the piece of information
is a formal entry within an authorative publication and other indicators tell you how the entry
used in Systema Naturae relates to the original entry. Cross-references between authors,
references and taxa help you find more in-depth information in the vast amount of sources in
the literature and on the internet. For the entire website: Brands, S. The Taxonomicon. Access
date For the Systema Naturae classification: Brands
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, S. Systema Naturae For a specific page, e. Domain Eukaryota Chatton, In Systema Naturae
The Taxonomicon , 29 Nov Site map Contact. Taxa Browse Tree Advanced Search. The Tree of
Life The tree of life shows multiple alternative and historical classifications. The Web of Life The
web of life shows the many types of interrelationships between species and allows more
complex constructions such as " Species A is an endoparasite in the gut of a male adult of
species B , causing disease X ", with focus on both species, crossing kingdom boundaries time
after time. The Facts of Life The facts of life provide information on the taxa themselves.
References everywhere Every piece of information within The Taxonomicon gets a precise
reference for easy verification. Cross-references between authors, references and taxa help you
find more in-depth information in the vast amount of sources in the literature and on the internet
Preferred citation For the entire website: Brands, S. Last updated: 29 Nov

